How to Read
Ranking Variables—[Social Values]—Target Group

A list of Social Values variable indexes. Helps answer the questions: Compared to all Canadians, what are the key Social Values driving decisionmaking within my Target Groups? How important are brand, price and ethical consumerism when my Target Groups make product/service choices?

Golden Years vs Canada
We focus on the Index only in this report.
Always use Canada as your Benchmark.
The default output for this dashboard is alphabetical order by
the Trend. Hovering over the word “Index” will reveal a picture
of a gear. Clicking on the gear allows you to sort the
dashboard by Index Descending.
Average index = 100. Examine the Trends which index higher than
average. The Trend definitions are available in the Social Values
Glossary located in the Help / Support Reference Documents. The high
indexing Trends are the values which should resonate with the Target
Group. In the example, the “Need for Escape” Trend scores 24% above
average (index = 124). We would say “Golden Years feel the urge for
the odd escape from the burdens of everyday life. Highlighting
activities or programs that could make their routines more interesting
may grab their attention.” Try to incorporate the high indexing Trends
in the messaging of the creative pieces going to your customers.
Pay attention to the low indexing Trends so as not to incorporate any
themes that may not resonate or may not speak to your Target Group.
“Advertising as Stimulus” scores 27% below average (index=73).
The PRIZM5 segments that make up the target group are listed at the
bottom left of the dashboard (see yellow highlight at left).
Index Legend

Under 80

110 to 119

120 to 149

Over 150

Index (% Comp /Base % *100) measures if the Target Group is above or below average when compared to the benchmark (average =100)
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